To integrate these modules and to define the positions of the boxes, the robot, and its peripherals, the system layout and its coordinates have to be defined. Fig. 1 . describes the system layout and coordinates of the proposed palletizing OLP S/W. The robot is located in an origin of the total system, and other components (pallet, sheet, input facility, etc.) are expressed using this coordinate. Stacked boxes belong to the coordinate of the corresponding pallet. Consequently, the position and rotated angle of the boxes are expressed by the robot origin and its coordinate using relative coordination. By using this coordinate system and layout, the following chapter presents a pair of pattern
Steudel's Heuristic Algorithm
The objective of the pallet loading problem is to maximize the number of products that are loaded onto a pallet used for the transportation and storage of products. The distribution and storage costs of the product can be reduced by increasing its pallet utilization. The Fast algorithm presented in this study is an improved version of the 4-block pattern heuristic algorithm proposed by Steudel. The typical pattern of Steudel's heuristic algorithm is presented in Fig. 2 . This heuristic finds the four-block pattern, in which each block is in a homogeneous pattern with the same box orientation. This heuristic consists of two phases.
First, an initial solution is made with the combination of i L and i W , which maximizes the utilization of all four pallet edges.
Fig. 2. Steudel's heuristic algorithm
Dynamic programming is applied to find the combination, and the initial solution has one of the four patterns shown in Fig. 3 . The initial solution has a central hole that is sufficiently large to load more than one box in the case of P1 and P3, or an infeasible pattern, such as P2 and P4, due to the overlapped area. In the first phase, ( 1
a b , and ( , ) a b , are combined, and
, the width and length of the other blocks, can be determined.
After obtaining the four initial solutions in the first phase, these solutions are redefined by applying the three treatments in the second phase. 
) that satisfy the inequality (2) or (3) and
Calculate all size of the five blocks 
Computing Experience
The proposed algorithm was implemented in Visual C++ 6.0 and was compiled with the maximized-speed option. This algorithm test generated a 2D pattern of boxes and its calculation speed. As a hypothesis, the load balancing of a box and its stability were not considered.
( The above results were acquired by a computer with a K6-350-MHz CPU and 64MB RAM. All problems were calculated within 1 s and resulted in optimal solution. To use this algorithm practically, one dimension of height is applied additionally, and the 3D pallet loading simulator is realized, as shown in Fig. 8 . 
Development of the 3D Robot Simulator
Several methods have been introduced to make industrial robots perform the palletizing task. The first involved an online tutorial for the robot, which used a teach pendant to enable the robot to mimic and memorize the worker's motion. The second method is an offline method that generates task data using a computer, and that downloads it onto the robot controller. This chapter focused on offline task generation and simulation using a www.intechopen.com Mechatronic Systems, Applications 288 robot simulator. In this phase, the 3D robot simulator is presented based on the dimensional data of a real target machine, the HX300, which is a six-axis industrial robot of Hyundai Heavy Industrial Co. This robot model was realized by a commercial CAD modeler, and the GUI was developed using OpenGL® and MFC of Microsoft Visual C++®. To solve and analyze the forward and inverse kinematics equations, a general D-H parameter and the Lagrangian dynamic equation were used. With this simulator, it was possible to compute and display the joint torque, angle, and angular acceleration simultaneously. Fig. 9 . shows the realized 3D robot simulator that was developed using Microsoft Visual Studio® and OpenGL®. It was possible to functionally calculate the velocity and acceleration of the gripper and to simulate the user-defined motion. The coordinates, which are generated by the pattern of loaded boxes on the pallet and the initial position of the box coming through an in-feeder, are passed to the simulator, and using these coordinates, it was possible to simulate the specified motion. 
C-Space Mapping of Obstacles
The palletizing task is generally composed of several palletizing components. These are auxiliary but are nevertheless obstacles for the palletizing robot. The important part of this study was to find the optimal path, considering the obstacles; hence, the concept of C-space (Configuration Space) to solve this problem was applied. The configuration defined the variables that exactly express the position and direction of an object, and the C-space represented all of the spaces where configurations may be acquired. Using this concept, a coordinate for each configuration was defined. In this coordinate, each point that was approached by the robot gripper was expressed by joint angles (configuration, posture) of the palletizing robot. Fig.10 . shows an example of the generation of the configuration space. First, on the basis of the joint of the base frame, the imaginary plane was rotated 360 degrees like Fig.10.(a) . Table 2 . Palletizing Task Simulation and Generation of Optimal Trajectory using A* Algorithm
In this progress plane, the objects surrounding the robot were scanned and the outline of a section was generated. The left side of the Fig.10 .(b) describes the specified palletizing task layout. The outline, including its interior, could be considered an obstacle. In this study, the outline was acquired by using an end effecter of the robot, and the free-movement and obstacle zones in the C-space were generated as shown at the right side of Fig.10 . To help distinguish the 3D shape of C-space, various brightness and color are used. This figure is necessary to generate the optimal path using the A* algorithm described in the next chapter.
Application of the A* Algorithm for Trajectory Generation
The A* method is a thorough, robust planning technique that determines either the minimum cost path or whether no safe path exists. By exploring a map, the A* algorithm generates nodes that are used to recode the current status. This technique is used to find the optimal path between the gripping point (starting point) and the place's down point (end point). The original A* technique is outlined below. To begin, a 2D rectangular grid was produced in which the cells were either safe or forbidden. The planning began at the starting point, and the cells adjacent to this cell were probed. On the basis of a cost function, the cell with the minimum cost was explored next. The cost function refers to the summation of costs, which required one to move from the starting node to the current node, and the "estimated" cost, which required one to move from the current node to the goal (a lineal distance). Based on this algorithm, palletizing simulation is performed in the 3D space and Table. 2 is the results of the simulation.
Consideration of the Real Size of the Robot for Trajectory Generation

Modified Slice Plane (with horizontal thickness)
One of the disadvantages of the A* algorithm is the required computing time. The aforementioned approach considers the robot arm as a bar. Hence, the computing time load is relatively low. A real industrial robot, however, has an original volume, and these factors 3 12.267
have to be applied to the A* algorithm. The next step was to consider the real volume of the robot when it scans obstacles and generates C-obstacles. To do this, the slice planes were redefined because it was assumed that the original slice plane had no thickness but that the modified slice plane had a thickness and that the factor that changed the scanning point of an obstacle of each angle was a group of both sides of the boundary of the modified slice plane (Fig. 11.) . The thickness of the plane was determined individually by the thickness of the robot arm, including its gripper and load. Fig. 11 . Modified slice plane Fig. 12 . shows the scanning points that used the modified slice plane. The proposed system used factors of convex list points of objects and the sum of half of the thickness and a safe distance. As shown in Fig.12 , the convex list was generated using the inside apexes of objects and intersection points. If the number of intersection points was less than two, the slice plane is regarded as meeting with one apex or edge.
Convex List and Graham's Algorithm
Fig. 12. Convex list generation
Finally, Graham's algorithm was used to generate the convex hull. This hull was used as the new boundary of the object when the modified slice plane was applied.
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Consideration of Vertical Thickness
The previous chapter showed the horizontal thickness of a real robot and proposed the modified slice plane that was used to generate the obstacle area of an object. As a next step, the vertical thickness of the robot was considered. Fig. 14 . illustrates outlined margin of robot manipulator and its realization on the proposed simulator. These assumptions of the boundary of the gripper and its load (box) consider the total volume of the robot, including the robot arm, the gripper, and its load. Hence, when the modified slice plane (vertical thickness of the robot, gripper, and its load) is applied, the designed simulator is considered the vertical thickness of the robot arm, including the gripper and its load, simultaneously.
Consideration of the Performance of the A* Algorithm Using the Modified Slice Plane
If the robot body is a line, the computing time is very short and is therefore not an issue. When the modified slice plane was applied, however, the computing time was substantially increased. The possible explanation for this could be that the results were duplicated at the intersection points in each step and were added to the computation load of Graham's algorithm for the generation of the convex list. Fig. 15 . shows an illustration of this simulation. Fig. 15 . Simulation of the A* algorithm using the modified slice plane
The Overlap Method to Generate the Palletizing Trajectory
The computing load is a critical problem in the area of software development. The purpose of this study, as described in the introduction, was to develop an OLP (offline programming) simulator specific to palletizing automation. As shown in Table 2 , if the real size of a palletizing robot is considered to generate the optimized trajectory, an A* algorithm is a relatively expensive method. To use this algorithm, the C-space has to be generated, but this requires a large amount of computing load. To focus on the characteristics of the palletizing task, a new strategy devoted to the generation of the set of boundaries (convex) of the obstacles was proposed. As shown in Fig.  16 ., the proposed method overlaps the scanned images of each box at one plane and obtains the outer line of the overlapped image. This method used the total traveling distance from the pickup point of the boxes to the place-down point via the outer line of the overlapped area.
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Fig. 16. Procedure of Overlap method
The following equation was used in this study to optimize this distance: 
where T is the distance that the robot must negotiate to palletize one box, which is the absolute summation of the distance from the pickup point to the outer line of the overlapped area and the distance from the outer line to the place-down point (Fig. 17.) . The robot path, however, is not composed of 3 points only (a place-down point, an optimal via point, and a place-down point). Therefore, this algorithm is expended to find an extra via point that would travel the whole path, from the start to the end point. (Fig.18. ) 
Here, i and j of ij  means ith generated via point of jth joint of robot manipulator.
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Mechatronic Systems, Applications 296 Fig. 19 . Basic algorithm of the overlap method ▪ st1, st2, st3: , , of the starting point ▪ gt1, gt2, gt3: , , of a goal point ▪ t2, t3: , of an optimal path point ▪ t1_( i ): of an optimal path point (ith iteration) This method deals with every surrounding obstacle of the robot in every unit step of the process ("unit step" means one cycle of pick-and-place task). As the shapes of the obstacles that surround the robot are changed at every step, this approach has the advantage of being able to calculate the pick-and-place path. Fig. 19 . shows the detailed algorithm of the overlap method.
Conclusions and Considerations
To prove the efficiency of the proposed methodology, all type of trajectory generation method described in this chapter is simulated and its results are compared.
Step As shown in the third column of Table 3 and Fig. 20 ., with the A* algorithm that considered the volume of the robot, the computing time of each step was remarkably different depending on the situation which is encountered at every step. The overlap method, however, produces fast and stable computation results, regardless of the place-down position and configurations of surrounding obstacles. This chapter focuses on the realization of palletizing OLP Simulation S/W, which is a newly adapted method of treating and generating the path of the robot palletizing task efficiently. Fig. 21 . shows the organization of this study. First, the box-loading patterns are generated on the pallet. This pattern was generated through the Fast algorithm that is handled in this chapter. The generated boxes were given a unique position value indicating the location and posture on the pallet where each box would be placed (i.e., the place-down point). Finally, the robot moves the loads from pick-up points to place-down points through the trajectory generated by the overlap method. Finally, Fig. 22 . shows the total simulator that uses the proposed algorithms. The user defines the size of the box, the pallet, and the position of the working component on the workspace, and the simulator generates the optimized box-loading pattern, motion simulation of palletizing robot through the optimized trajectory and its task result as shown in enlarged image of Fig. 22 . Fig. 22 . Task results of the proposed OLP Simulation S/W For application in the real robot system, however, the accuracy problem involving the synchronization of the robot simulator with the real robot, or the "calibration" problem, is an absolutely important issue. The calibration of a proposed palletizing S/W is suggested for future research. Provisionally, "three-point calibration" was considered to check and compensate for the errors between the workspace and the installed robot system.
